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Absolute Measurement of Two-Photon Cross Sections
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A method is presented which yields two-phot;on cross-section values g which are indepen-
dent of the statistical properties of the light beam. A two-cell arrangement is used in which
the fluorescence intensity produced by two-photon absorption of a laser beam is compared to
that due to one-photon absorption of the harmonic light generated by the same beam in a quartz
slab at the top of a Maker fringe. The measurement does not require a calibration of the de-
tecting channels but relies on the knowledge of the one-photon cross section at the harmonic
frequency and of the appropriate component of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor X' . Values
of d (X=-6943 A) are presented for several organic molecules and compared to those obtained
by other methods.

fi.. INTRODUCTION

Since the first observation of two-photon absorp-
tion by Kaiser and Garrett, ' a large amount of
work has been done, both on the study of the ab-
sox'ptlon px'ocess and its use fox' spectroscopic pur-
poses. To this last aim, refined experimental
methods have been devised and detaiJ, ed bvo-photon
spectra of moleegles and crystals can now be ob-
tained. 3 A considerably small. er effort has been
devoted to accurate quantitative studies of the tran-
sition strengths. The quantity of interest here is
the two-photon cross-section coefficient g, which
relates the transition probability per unit time
dP/dt to the square of the photon flux density E

There is substantial disagreement between the pub™
lished values of this quantity, as shown by the large
scatter of the results obtained by various authors
for the anthracene molecule in solution (see Table
II). This state of affairs is unfortunate, as accurate
and reliable values of two-photon cross sections
are needed, not only for the interpretation of spec-
tra, particularly in the case of symmetry-forbidden
vibrationally induced transitions, but also for the
study of two-photon emission processes. 3

There exists a large variety of methods of mea-
surement. Vfe shall limit our considerations to
those which are most widely used and easily inter-
preted. In the most direct one the absorption of a
light beam with half the transition frequency ~, is
studied as a function of intensity. 4' Equivalently,
one can measure the absorption induced on a weak
probing beam with frequency &, by an intense beam
at ~„—~,." Both these methods yield results
which depend strongly on the spatial and temporal
coherence of the light beams. ~ Furthermore they
are of limited sensitivity, as to secure measurable

absorption coefficients with reasonable light inten-
sities for which spurious effects are avoided, both
the cross section and the mol. ecule concentration
must be high. In another family of experiments, a
fluorescent emission following the two-quantum
absorption is «««« ' A typical arrangement
is shown on Fig. 1. The sample under study is
irradiated by a laser beam; part of the fluorescence
is collected by an optical system (0), and after
appropriate filtering, by system (F) (interference
filters or monochromator), is detected by a, photo-
multiplier. If the laser flux distribution and the
fluorescence quantum yield are known, the two-
photon cross section can be deduced from the
measurement of the ftuoreseenee intensity.

There Rre two main difficulties RssociRted with
this procedure. A first one is to make an accurate
measuremeni of the fl.uoreseence. Indeed, this
requires a precise knowl. edge of the foQowing
factors: (i) the fraction of the emitted light, which
is collected; (ii) the transmission of the collecting
and filtering systems; (iii) the photomultiplier
gain; and (iv) the photocathode quantum efficiency,
all of which are sources of possibly large errors.

Laser (~Q = ~I,$2 )

/

~ps ~h

FIG. 1. Basic setup of a two-photon experiment using
the fluorescence light emitted by a sample; 6 is the opti-
cal device (collecting lenses), F are the filters, and PM
is the light detector.
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IU (t) = CNoo D, f F2 (r, f) dr (2)

Izz(f) = CNOGD, f F, (r, f)dr (3)

where C is a calibrating constant, which includes
the previous four factors and the fluorescence
quantum yield; V is the observed volume; No the
number of molecules per unit volume; o and 5 the
one- and two-photon cross sections; and D, is a
time operator which expresses the response of the
detecting channel and includes the finite lifetime
of the upper state of the fluorescent transition as
well as the time constant of the photomultiplier
and associated circuitry. In the simple case where
this response can be characterized by a time con-
stant T, then

As shown by Eqs. (2) and (3), the calibration
achieved by this method depends in general on the
spatial and tempora1 coherence of the fields. Alek-
sandrov and Bredikhin' used for the calibrating
light the harmonic radiation generated by a single
transverse mode beam in a potassium dihydrogen
phosphate (KDP} crystal under phase-matching
conditions. They determined the spatial structure
of the laser and harmonic beams by photographic
measurements and their energy by calorimetric
techniques. Unfortunately, it is well known that
at phase matching the coherence properties of the
harmonic beam are not simply deduced from those
of the fundamental beam. ~ Thus F3 can have
a behavior in time and space very different from
that of F„and the measured value of 5 will be
strongly dependent on the properties of the fun-
damental beam. Accurate single transverse and
longitudinal mode operation of a Q-switched ruby
laser is always difficult, particul. arly at the high

To obviate the need for the corresponding measure-
ments, Galanin and Chizhikova have calibrated
the detecting channel by observing the fluorescence
consecutive to one-photon absorption of incoherent
light with a frequency approximately twice that of
the laser. If the same final state is reached in
both transitions, the ratio of the number of excited
molecules is obtained directly from a comparison
of the photomultipler currents, without any need
for the knowledge of the previous factors or of the
quantum yield. The second difficulty arises when
one attempts to deduce the cross sections from
the relative transition probabilities. Call F,(r, t) and

Ez(r, f) the laser and calibrating light photon fluxes
per unit area, respectively. The photocurrents de-
tected, respectively, after one- andtwo-photonex-
citation are

power level necessary for the very efficient dou-

ling used by these authors. Time- and space-in-
tegrated measurements by photographic and calori-
metric techniques cannot remove this uncertainty.

In this paper we demonstrate a simple method
which eliminates any need for control or knowledge
of the statistical properties of the laser beam and

yields a value of 6 in terms of known physical quan-
tities. After exposing the principles of this method
we give a detailed description of the experimental
procedure and discuss some results.

II. PRINCIPLES

The method consists of comparing the fluores-
cence produced by dir ec t two-photon laser excitation
to that following the absorption of the harmonic
radiation generated in a thin nonlinear platelet set
at the maximum of the first Maker fringe. '4'" lt
rests essentially on the observation that, if certain
simple conditions are met, on the exit face of the
platelet the harmonic flux density at point r and
time t is given by

E,(r, f) = QE,'(r, f), (~)

where E, (r, f) is the fundamental flux density and

Q, a quantity independent of space and time, is a
function" of the linear and nonlinear optical prop-
erties of the material. This relation is derived
with its validity conditions in the Appendix. Figure
2 gives a very schematic diagram of the
experimental arrangement. A laser beam (&uo)

propagates through a quartz platelet where it cre-
ates harmonic radiation (2&no). The two cells C„
and C~ contain the substance to be studied. Appro-
priate filters T~ and T~ select the irradiating fre-
quencies: Cell 8 receives only ihe harmonic fre-
quency, whereas cell A can be irradiated by either
0 or 2&0; the transverse structure of the beams
is the same, on the quartz plate, C„and C~. The
emitted fluorescence is detected by photoelectric
detectors D„and DB with identical time response.
For a first laser pulse with flux density E, (r, f),
T„ transmits only 2&0 with a transmission co-
efficient t„(2&so). The corresponding currents
detected by D„and D~ are

I„=t„(2~0)C„aD, f & r Fz (r, f)
S

= t„(2~0)C„oQDq fdirF, (r, f)
S

I~ = Cea QD, fd~r F~ (r, f)

For a second laser pulse E, (r, f}, T„transmits
only &0, then

I„=P~ (~o)C„&D,fd'r E", (r, &)

I~= C~o QD, fd rF'P (r, f)
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Beam splitter

g ~o 2~o
DA

= ~A

FIG. 2. Principle of the present method: A designates
measurement; B designates reference, Tz is the p or
2&p transmitting filter, Tz is the 2(dp transmitting filter,
Cz and C~ are cells containing the fluorescent dye, and
D~ and D~ are detectors.

In relations (5)-(8) C„and Cs are calibrating co-
efficients, D, is the time response operator (the
same for both channels), and the transverse in-
tegration is performed over the cross section of
the beams. From these relations, we obtain

Besides the measured current ratio, formula (9)
involves only the one-photon cross section and,
through Q, the refractive index and the nonlinear
tensor coefficient y~P. This later quantity is
known from fairly accurate experiments. ' -" The
measurement does not require any knowledge of
the fluorescence quantum yieM nor of the properties
of the coll.ecting systems; also and most impor-
tantly, the value of 6 is free from any influence of
the spatial and temporal structure of the laser
beam. Note, however, that we have made the im-
plicit assumption that the fluorescence quantum
yield is the same for one- and two-photon exci-
tation'~: As a result the same calibrating coeffi-
cient C„appears in Egs. (5) and (7). This is
rigorously justified if the same excited states are
reached in both processes and should be a good
assumption in most eases.

The conditions of validity of Eq. (3) for a beam
of finite angular and frequency spreads can be
stated simply. We give here only the physical con-
siderations leading to them; a more detailed study
can be found in the Appendix. Call &8 and &w the
angular and frequency half-width at half-power of
the laser radiation and introduce the length r,
= Xo/4b, 8= w/2k048 and the time interval f,= ~/2h&.
In the case of a statistical signal they can be de-
fined, respectively, as the coherence radius on
a transverse section of the beam and the coherence
time. For a deterministic signal they give a mea-
sure of the transverse length and the time interval
over which the amplitude and phase can vary appre-

ciably. When the fundamental beam propagates in-
side the crystal it creates a source nonl. inear polar-
ization, which in turn gives rise to a "homogeneous"
and an "inhomogeneous" wave. ~0 The Poynting
vectors of the homogeneous harmonic wave and of
the fundamental wave will generally have different
directions. As a result the harmonic will tend to
walk off from the fundamental beam, and harmonic
intensity at point r will receive contributions from
the nonlinear polarization over various parts of the
transverse area. This is the so-caBed aperture
effect ' which will cause a distortion of the trans-
verse structure if the beam separation on the
exit face is larger than r, . This corresponds to
condition (A17) of the Appendix.

Similarly, the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
waves will propagate inside the platelet, respec-
tively, with the fundamental and harmonic group
velocity. These are generally different and a dis-
tortion will occur in the harmonic envelope if the
difference in transit time is larger than t,. This
gives condition (A18).

Finally, it is essential in our reasoning that
diffraction does not modify the transverse structure
of the beams. More precisely if propagation occurs
over a distance a, the diffraction spread a48 must
be smaller than r, = Xo/448. This must, of course,
be satisfied with a equal to the plate thickness for
relation (4) to hold. This condition, which corre-
sponds to (A19), is however not sufficient, it is
also necessary that the integrals in the right-hand
sides of Egs. (5)-(8) preserve their values when
the beams propagate from the platelet to the cells.
This will certainly be the case if the corresponding
distances are smaller than Xo/4(6, 8)3. Although
this condition is somewhat too restrictive owing
to the averaging effect of spatial integration (note
that the integral of I'» which is the total harmonic
flux, is of course invariant during the propagation),
we shall have it satisfied in our experiments.

III. THE EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Setup

The ruby laser, Q switched by a rotating prism,
had a power of about 40 1VlW and a pulse duration
of about 40 nsec. Its total divergence was less
than 1.5 mrad and its spectral width was reduced
to less than 0.06 cm ' by use of two parallel plates
as an output mirror. The light was exactly verti-
cally polarized by a Gian-Thomson prism. The
unfocused laser beam was incident on a crystalline
quartz plate 1.102 mm thick, oriented as shown
in Fig. 3. We checked that the x axis was exactly
parallel (+ 5') to the polarization direction of
the Gian prism with an auxiliary He-Ne laser. The
laser created a vertically polarized second-har-
monic beam, since in this ease, the only component
is
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Seam Pola ri zation

Quartz
platelet

FIG. 3. Orientation of the (011) quartz slab used in the
experiment.

P„(2~,r) = yg„'E„(~, r) E„(~,r)

The orientation was adjusted to 15 10 and was
no longer changed. The experimental setup was
then completed as shown in Fig. 5. The second-
harmonic beam was collinear with the fundamental
one and induced fluorescence in the solution which
was contained in a 1-cm-thick cell. To reduce
the influence of diffraction, this cell was placed

First, as a preexperiment, we measured the
second-harmonic intensity as a function of the
orientation of the plate. From the Maker fringes
(see Fig. 4) we deduced the coherence length of
the quartz.

I, =X/41r4" —no l =6.85+0.02 p

vingvery close (3. 5 cm) to the quartz plate, leavin
space for a colored-glass filter between the cell
and the plate.

The fluorescence of the solution was measured
by detector D„, a ten-stage 150 AVP radiotechnique
photomultiplier (84 photocathode). An interference
filter and colored glasses were placed in front of
the photomultiplier D„ to eliminate any stray light
from the ruby or the second harmonic.

The use of a beam splitter plate is better avoided
as it could introduce a distortion in the intensity
distribution. The second harmonic reflected at
the output face of the quartz plate was filtered with
a Cusoq cell and an interference filter and produced
fluorescence in a cell containing the same solution
as the other. This reference signal was measured
by detector DI, another 150 AVP photomult' 1'

to ensure an identical time response, taking into
account fluorescence lifetime. All the data (rub

uorescence signals) were automatically recorded
aa ruy,

by a processing system including analog to digital
converters.

9. Expenmental Procedure

There are 2 steps: (i) First, a uv filter (UGl
Schott, 2 mm) is put before the solution cell. By
varying the calibrated neutral filters before the
quartz and before the detectors D and D thA e
following curve is plotted:

(see Fig. 6). (ii) In the second step, the uv filter
is removed and a red glass (HGl Schott) was in-
serted. Again, with the same technique, the curve

~ ~

l

I

FIG. 4. Maker fringes; second-
harmonic intensity (arbitrary units}
vs slab onentatzon sample thick-
ness 1.102 mm. Arrow indicates
the chosen slab orientation.

I
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signal (IA, I& ) recordin9

PM

Ruby
0 F.P. 0 G.P. C.A. Q.P.

~e-.

C.F.

C.A.
C.F.

Slits

o.c.
3471-A transmitting filter
C.A.

FIG. 5. Experimental setup for the
measurement of the two-photon cross
sections.

C. A. : calibrated attenuator

C. F. : colored filter

: diaphragm

0.C. : dye cell

Laser recording S
D.C.

0
3471.A rejection filter

F .P. : Fabry - Perot output mirror

G. P. : Gian polarizer

: fast photodiode

P Nl: photomultiplier (150 AV P)
Q. P. : quartz plate

ii Reference(I, IS ) recording

I,' = V(I,')

is plotted (see Fig. 6).
In fact, one value of each couple (I„, Ie) and

(I„, Ie) is sufficient to obtain the value of 6 [(Efl.
(9)], but the plotting of the curves yielded a check
of the I„vs I~ correlation and contributed to re-
duce the shot noise.

A further check is provided by the study of I„
and I~, as function of the laser intensity; the exa,ct
quadratic variation which was observed in these
cases proved that the measurements were free
from any errors associated with self-focusing,
saturation of the detectors, and stray-light detec-
tion.

so that no light coming from the windows could
reach the "photofnultiplier" (PM) photocathode On.e
slit had a width of 2 mm and was placed against

ck.U ~

IE

C. Calibrations and Calculations

The value of 6 was directly obtained from Eq.
(9). The calibrations of the filters were easy and

accurate because they all worked on a very narrow
spectral range and with a nearly parallel beam.
o was obtained from the l.iterature or measured
directly (see Table I).

D. Experimental Difficulties

To avoid errors, several precautions were taken.
Stray light. We shielded the cells against day-

light and laser flash by putting them into boxes
painted black and made sure there was no light
coming in when the laser beam was absent.

Burning. This was the hardest problem to solve.
We made sure there was no appreciable signal I„
when the cell was filled with the solvent without
any dye. The signal/burning ratio was never less
than 60. To get this result, we carefully purified
the solvent with active carbon, to remove any dust
from the liquid and especially from the cell win-
dows. Then, we used two vertical slits arranged

r r ~ ~ a I
~ I I

g

Reference Intensity
r r a s a I r

~ ~

FIG. 6. Fluorescence intensity vs reference intensity
(arbitrary units, log-log scale); Iz is the fluorescence due

to two-photon absorption and Iz is the fluorescence due to
one-photon absorption of the second harmonic (dimethyl-
POPOP in methyl-cyclohexane) .
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TABLE I. Two-photon absorption cross sections at 6943 A.

Substance

Anthracene

B.B.O. T.

Dimethyl- POPOP

4-methyl-7-diethylamino
coumarin

Solvent

Cyclohexane

Methylcyclohexane

Methylcyclohexane

Ethanol

c at 3471 A(cm2)

1.22x 10 i7~

16.1x ]0 iv~

17.5 x ].0-i7a

4.82x 10 iv~

n/ix"'i'

(0.43 ~ 0.062) x 10 "
(7.5+ 1.4) x 10 "
(21.6 ~ 2) x 10-"

(27. 1+ 3.5) x 10

g at ee43 A
cm4 sec/photon

(0.23+0.1) x 10 '0

(4+ 2) x 10-"

(11.5 +4.5) x 10

(14.5+ 6) x 10-"

Reference 26. "Direct measurement (Cary 14 spectrophotometer).

the side of the cell, at its center. The other slit
had a width of 4 mm and was placed against the
photocathode. Thus, the solid angle and the active
volume were well defined.

A consequence of the presence of these slits
was that we looked only at the central part of the
cell. Since the transmission of the 1-cm cell was
50%%uc at 3471 A, we corrected the transmission f„
(2&0) for the absorption in the first millimeters
of the cell.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results and Accuracy

The results obtained by the present method on
four different molecules in solutions and for ruby-
laser irradiation (1=6943 A) are shown in Table I.
The values of 5 were determined from Eq. (9) where
the coefficient Q was calculated from Eq. (A22)
with the following values of the linear and nonlinear
constants of quartz:

n,'"'= n,=1.5406S,
n "' = n = 1.56608

y„'P = 2. 3 x 10 a esu (+ 20%}

The latter value is obtained from the absolute
measurement

y,'„„' (I iIOa) = 36 xIO ' esu (+ 15%%uc)

by Cappillo and Tang, '7 and the relative measure-
ment

Ii',P (I.iIO, ) = 15.5 xX'„~' (quartz) (+ 5/p)

by Jerpha, gnon is This value is recommended by
Bechmann and Kurtz~ and Jerphagnon. ~~ These
yield a value of Q:

Q= (1.06+0.4) x10 a4 cmasec.

The relative accuracy of the results varies
slightly from one substance to the other and
is about+ 50%%uc. There are four main sources of er-
rors: (i) the determination of the one-photon cross
section o contributing+ 4%%, (ii) shot noise intro-
ducing in the measurement of the current ratio

I„'/I„a relative error around + 5%; (iii} the mea-
surement of the filter transmissions giving an
error+7% for the ratio t„(2(u 0}/t„(&u o); (iv) the
uncertainty+20% in the value of gP which, we re-
call, is obtained from a relative plus an absolute
measurement.

These determinations of 6 were made several
times with different ruby rods, quartz samples,
and photomultipliers; the results were reproducible
within the measurement uncertainties.

Sensitivity of this method. With the present ex-
perimental arrangement, we can get a sufficient
signal for molecules for which the fluorescence
quantum yield g is such that

g 5 ~ 0. 005 x 10 'o cm4 sec/photon and g ~ 0. 01 .
This latter condition could be relaxed by using

a substance more nonlinear than quartz.

B. Comparison with Other Works

%e have summarized on Table II the results
obtained by various authors using different versions
of the fluorescence method for the anthracene mole-
cule in solution (La=6943 A). The values exhibit a
very large scatter which can be attributed to errors
in the calibration of the detection channel or ir-
regularities in the l.aser structure. It is gratifying
to notice that the results closest to those of the
present work are those of the authors' who have
taken the greatest care in eliminating these two
main sources of errors.

Topp and Hentzepis have determined ~ for
dimethyl-POPOP in methylcyclohexane, by mea-
suring the gain produced by two-photon pumping
by a mode-locked ruby laser. From this, they
estimated the population created in the upper sin-
glet state and a value of 5= 200x10 'o cm4 sec/photon,
which is 17 times larger than that obtained in the
present work. Such a gain measurement is of
course free from errors associated with the cali-
bration of the detecting channel: It requires only
relative intensity measurements. It is however
strongly influenced by the spatial distribution of
the density of excited molecules and of the flux den-
sity of the probing beam. Furthermore, an accu-
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TABLE II. Results obtained from the fluorescence in anthracene.

Author

Peticolas et al.
(B.ef. 27)

Galanin and
Chizhikova (Ref. 9)

Aleksandrov eg al.
(Ref. 28)

Webman and Jortner
(Ref. 29)

Aleksandrov and
Bredikhin (Ref. 10)

Our vrork

Solvent

EPA glass

Ethanol

Benzene

Cyclohexane

Cyclohexane

C alibration of
laser

Calorimeter

Calorimeter

Calorimeter

Comparison with

a two-beam
method and ratio
crystal/solution

Calorimeter
+photograph

Not necessary

Calibration of
detection

Cgl spectral lamp

Flash lamp
+ calorimeter

Photometric lamp

Second harmonic
+ calorimeter +photograph

Not necessary

Result in
1o ' cm sec

0.09

l. 75

0.6

0.005

0.16+ 0.05

0.23+ 0.1

rate knowledge of the flux density of the exciting
beam is also required to deduce 6 from the number
of excited molecules. Thus, the measured value
will be very sensitive to the coherence properties
of the beams. These properties, as is well known,
are particularly difficult to determine for real
mode -locked lasers.

We have performed a direct two-photon absorp-
tion measurement of 5 for 4-methyl-7-diethylamino
coumarin. The transmitted flux F(l) of a ruby-
laser beam passed through a concentrated solution
in acetone (1 mole/liter) was studied as a function
of the incident flux F(0). A straightforward analy-
sis gives for the expected variation

F(l) = F(0) 8-"(1+[25NF(0)/Q] (1 -8-")) ',
where n is the linear extinction coefficient. This
variation was observed experimentally and yielded
a value 6=50x10 'o cm sec/photon. This value is
about three times larger than that obtained in this
work. It should be kept in mind that it is affected
by our imperfect knowledge of the coherent proper-
ties of the beam and also by the formation of mo-
lecular aggregates which can occur at such high
concentrations.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, let us summarize the main char-
acteristic features of the method proposed in this
paper:

First, it exhibits the general shortcoming of Qu-
orescence methods. Although this method does not
require a determination of the fluorescence quan-
tum yield, it relies on the assumption that the flu-
orescence is the same for one- and two-photon ex-
citation. This difficulty, however, is not consid-
ered to be serious when only one excited electronic

state is involved in the process.
No calibration of the detecting channel is re-

quired. This improves the accuracy of the mea-
surement. This accuracy is limited at the present
time by that of the absolute measurements of X„'„,'.
Improvements in this respect are to be expected.

The measured value of 6 is free from any in-
fluence of the spatial and temporal coherence prop-
erties of the laser beam. We believe this last point
to be particularly important, as an accurate control
of the coherence properties is fairly difficult with
the high peak power lasers required for these ex-
periments.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we study the validity conditions
of Eq. (4). We determine the upper limits on the
angular and frequency spread, s and give an explicit
expression for the coefficient Q relating the funda-
mental and harmonic fluxes.

Consider the harmonic generation due to a funda-
mental light beam propagating through a nonlinear
parallel slab immersed in air (Fig. V). The light
beam is polarized along the X axis (unit vector x),
normal to the plane of incidence, inside and outside
the slab. The orientation of the crystal axes is such
that this polarization is that for an ordinary wave
propagating in the figure (yz) plane. The corre-
sponding frequency-dependent refractive index is
n(&u). The fundamental electric field in the incident
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E (ky& Col) The first set determines the forward propagating
harmonic field inside the crystal, the second one
the harmonic field in the exit half-space.

Call 0 ( r, t ) the fundamental field inside the
plate,

Nonlinear

fA ed Ill fA
E (k)t; w)

k

X'( r, t) =x J""
dk, I d(o E'(k'„o~)

8 f(k ' s r-td f) + C

where k, =k, Rnd E (k„~) and E(k„&u) are simply
related by Fresnel's formula

FIG. 7. Refraction of light at the entrance of a nonlinear
matc ri a).~

n({dj cos8+ cos8

= t(k„, (o) E(k, „(u),

half-space is represented by

E(r, t) = x E{r, t) e' "2' "'o"+c.c. ,

where E(r, t) is a complex envelope function which
accounts for the finite angular and frequency spreads
and can be expressed as

E(r, t)= J dk, J du&E(k» &u)

x exp2[(k —g) ~ r —((g —(uB) t] .
Here k„ is the projection on the plane of the slab of
tI18 WRve vectol k with moduJlus k = (jy/C. For tile
sRke of slmpllc1ty we have coIlsld81'ed tl18 angular
spread to be in the yg plane only and reduced the
problexn to a two-dimensional one. With this ex-
pression

E(r, t)=x J dk„j do&E(k„, &u)e' ' ""+c.c.
(A2)

We assume the angular and frequency spreads to
he small Rl'ollnd tI18 mean vRlues ks R11d (ds. More
specifically we assume that, for aD pxactical pur-
poses E(k, , & ) =0 when Ik, —k&i & 4k„, I + —+, I

& 6(g with 4Q $0 4(g & Qpo

The fundamental. field inside the crystal creates
nonlinear source polarization which in turn pro-

duces an harmonic field. We want to determine this
harmonic field on the exit face of the slab. Bloem-
bergen and Pershan~ have solved this problem for
a parallel plate with perfectly plane, faces, taking
into account. 'he reflections of the fundamental field
inside the plate. As noted by Jerphagnon and.

Kurtz, ' this does not give an appropriate descrip-
tion of experiment, s performed with a roughly pol-
ished plate. In such a case the interferences be-
tween successive reflected waves tend to average
out: The plate constitutes an interferometer with
poor discrimination. This corresponds to our ex-
perimental situation and our treatment wiQ parallel
that of Jerphagnon and Kurtz: The boundary condi-
tions at z =0 and z =.L are applied independently.

where 8 and 8 are the angles with the slab normal
made, respectively, by the wave vectors k and k'.
Ignoring in the present experimental situation the
dispersion of the nonlinear tensor y& &, the source
nonlinear polarization P„1,B( r, t) inside the medium
ls given by

pNLS(r& t) PNLS(ry t)6 2 +C

pN1, 2( 1'
& t) = g xxE (1'

p t) E {r& t)

The source polarization appears as a sum of
terms, each corresponding to a pair of wave vectors
and frequencies (k~„~,) (k„~2). We now proceed
to determine the harmonic field created by the
source polarization corresponding to such a pair:

~p
PN LB{r u ts ~1 ~ ~1 t k2 ~ +2)

=P„„(r,t; l;2)

=g'" xx E'(k„, a),) E'(k2, , ~2)

)&expi[(k', +k2) ~ r —((o, +(u2)t]

=p „„,(1;2) exp2[(k, +k2) ~ r - ((o, +(o2)t] . (A5)

For the sake of simplicity we take p»8 normal to
the plane of incidence. Thus it will also generate
an ordinary harmonic wave. This corresponds to
the experimental situation described in the text. The
geometry and notation are shown on Fig. 8. The
expression for the suIQ frequency field is directly
obtained from Bloembergen and Pershan's work
as

4~PNLB(~g 2) -Ns&&+a&2) t

1k' .g tlS COSee+COSHN 12' .~, '

(A )X g
tl g cos8y+cos8g
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The angle 8„ is that made with the plate normal by
the sum-frequency reflected wave in the incidence
half-space deduced from the continuity condition

(d~+ QP3
k'g~ = sin& g =ky~+k'ay

k R

To obtain the sum-frequency field in the exit half-
space we use the boundary conditions at z =I where
the tangential components of the electric and mag-
netic fields must be continuous. To satisf'y these
conditions we introduce the reflected sum-frequency
field

ks
( f . y . 2) gr jEk& r-(s&|+tug) f3

with

P I P P

kg@ —kg@ ksy p ~g» ~ j'»

and the transmitted sum-frequency field in the exit
half-space

(r f. y. 2) ~g eflggrr (a&~+'(u )r-]

FIG. 8. Fundamental and harmonic waves in the non-
linear material. The indexes 1 and 2 designate two laser
waves, F the "free" harmonic wave, S the "source"
harmonic wave, R and T the reflected and transmitted
waves at a boundary.

In this expression ks =k&+ka is the wave vector of
the inhomogeneous ("source") component of the sum
frequency wave, and k& is that corresponding to the
homogeneous ("free") wave

By =B((dg+(dg) anB ~ky
~

=By
C

The continuity conditions at z =0 require that

P P

kq„= k'~~, k2~ = k'q„,

P P P P
4'~, =-k's, =k,„+ha, =k~, +kp„.

The effective refractive index for the source com-
ponent, ns, is defined in such a way that

P

Bg sineg((u, +u),)
sv

with k& again determined by the continuity condi-
tions

yr, = yy„= kg„and
~
kr

~

= ((u, + cu, )/c .
%hen the magnetic fieMs are calculated from Maz-
well's equation for a nonmagnetic medium

BH . (d + 403& xE=- ——=i~—'H,
c et c

the boundary conditions take the following form:

r Lg(1
' R) g y, (l~lco18 +cosHg

p
F ns - n+ cos~y +co

pNLB ~4 2) r fg L +~~~seg +coseaP

-4g p p nS COSHS e S» — P

np ns ng cose p+ cosa' )

jA' I r P
xn~cos&~e &» —n&cose&E» e, .&»

B(~,) ~, »ne', +B(~,) ~, sine',
C from which one obtains

$0& L,=ggcosOge

P

g g y pNLg(lr 2) By COSey+Bg COSeg
S»"-8"- 8-
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t
g cos8g+ cos8+ fgtg

lf e && expijj, y+0, gz —L,) —~co, +co2(tj.nF cos8F+ cos8F nF cos8F+ cos8g (A12)

The total harmonic field Es(r, f ) is obtained by sum-
ming over all the different pairs (1;2):

E'„'(r, f) = ff '"u„da„ ff'" d~u, dp1,

&& Es (r, t; 1;2) + c.c. (A13)

When far from a phase-matching direction, the
variations with angle and frequency come predom-
inantly from the phase terms in (A12). To be spe-
cific for the quartz slab used in our experiments

(see Sec. III),

860
=6. 5&&10 ' sec

8(d

8,=8, =0.17, 8„=8 =0.26,

and for the laser beam, ~e ~ 0. 06 cm ' and ~8
=0.75 mrad. The.coefficients of the exponentials
inside the brackets will vary for all possible pairs
by at most a few parts in a thousand. Furthermore
the difference between these coefficients is

nF cos8F +no cos82 2nF cos&F ~t'n2 cos82+ cos8„
ny cos8y +cos8g ny cos8F+cos8z (nF cos&F+cos8g

nF cos8F —n~ cos8~ nF cos8F —cos8z ( ~ nF 1 ( 10-3r F -«F -ns~ 2 -']0
12Fcos8F+cos&r tlFcos8F+cosgs (nF+ 1)

These variations and differences will be neglected
here, as well as the variations of the Fresnel fac-
tors t(k, tu) given in (A3). Using (A12), (A13), and
taking into account the expression (A5) of pN„2(1; 2)
we obtain

E„"(r,f)=~A. ff'"du„u„ f' d~, d~,

)& y'„2„'„Z(k„,p1, ) Z(u„, ur 2)

is evaluated for k, = k2 = ko and e1 = v2 = vp, and

q(I; 2) = (e'„-a',.) (I./2)

= (n2 cos8z —nF cos8'F) (&u, + +2)(L/2c)

(A15)

We now consider the variation of g with the pair
(1;2). Using the definition (A7) for nF and (A8) for
n$

&& sing(1; 2) exp i 2' F' L~ ~Sz+~Fs

x expi[I2,
"

y + 0",(z —L) —((u, + tu2) t] + c.c. ,

(A14)
where the quantity

1 nF cos8F +n~ cos8~
A. = —8' F 1W

s nF cos8F +cos8F

x t(k„~,)t(k„ tu2)

y(I; 2) =-'. L([a", —(a' y' )2]1 '
(i ~2 y~2)1/2 (y~2 y~2)1/2)

=((0;0)+5tu1 +5tu2
aq 81I

8 (01 8 (d2

+&~.1 ~ +&&.2 ~ +' ' '
y1 y2

where the derivatives are evaluated for k1 =ko=ko
and M1 = ~2 = (dp &

L i r 5m&+ 5u2
1It(I; 2) =—(k , Fko) 2L +o

8
—

p
vgF cos8Fp' vga cos8 g

eu„+Ou„814, I

+ L (tan8 oo tan8Fo)
2

+ L
8$F Cos Fp ~ COS gpp

(A16)
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w v~F V~s cosH gp cosgs p
p p I I

10 L(8,p cos 8'pp —v, g cos8$p)
(A18)

for the first-order terms.
Since the incidence angle 80 can be small, (A17)

can be satisfied even for a fairly divergent beam.

In our experimental situation the anisotropy
terms & l k I /Bk„which express the variation of the
refractive index with the direction of propagation,
are absent since both fundamental and harmonic
waves propagate in the ordinary mode.

At the top of a Maker fringe g(0; 0) = (2m + 1)2 v

and sin(i)(1; 2) = 1 —2 (5g) will be negligibly affected
by the angular and frequency variations as long as
5( is less than some limit that we arbitrarily equal
to —,'pm. This gives the conditions

hk, , =kong cos9O -—,t, ), (A17)( ~ 1

10 L tanH sp - tanH ~p

f/2
m &spcos Hsp4k, = cosHO kp 4H ( (A19)

The interpretation of conditions (A17)-(A19) has
been given in the text. For the crystal geometry
used in the present experiment they require

b,k, ~330 cm ' from (A17),

t),k, ~700 cm ' from (A19),

b(d~ 10' sec ' from (Al&) .

In the experiment, we had ~k, =16 cm ' and ~cd

-10' sec '.
Assuming these conditions are satisfied, then

from (A14)

In this case, it becomes necessary to consider also
the second-order terms in 5k„, which yield the con-
dition

E„"( y, I., t) = x& sin((0; 0) ff'"
dk„dk» ff'"

d(d, d~, q „''„„'Z(k„, ~,)

xZ(k, » (d,) expt '
2

* Lexptl(k, g+k»)y —(QPg+(dp) t]+c.c.;ks, + 0~,

or, expressing ks, and A~, as functions of 0„, and k,2, » and &2,

+ ki [k12 (k) + ki )&]1/2+ (kr2 kt2)1/2+ (y2 ktR)1/2

I

=(k, +k(t)+& )') (~& ws —2+0) —0'„(k„'& 0',s
—24))a~

+, k~ (~, + ~2 —2~o) ks (" g+ k a
—2k»)

1 , ebs I I I I

one obtains

1 n~ 1 1 n.s 12 + 2Q) + $+ K2
v pcosHpg v&s cosHspos +p c co gp

(k,', +k,',) (tan& + tens, )+ O(k»),

E„(y, L, t) = xA sing(0, 0) exp i &uo LI I A ~ 1 ~n 1
+

1 ns 1

coSH pp c vga coSHsp c vgs

xO dk„&dk 2 JJ dw&d&uzy„„„E(k &, (dq)E(k», eq) expi[(k 1+k q)(y —&y) —(e&+u&2) (t —&t)]+c.c.
(A20)

where

tanH„+ tanH„~y=L
2

'I

L ~ 1 1
+

(vga cosH~o v s cosHsp

are translation and retardation terms introduced
by the propagation inside the slab. Remembering

I

the definition given in (Al), we deduce the modulus

of the harmonic envelope:

~E„"(y,L, t)
~

=asiny(0;O)q„"&Z'(y —~y, O, t —t), t) .

The harmonic flux density coming out of the crystal
1S

&2(y, L, t)=4„~ ~E."(y, L, t)~'
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1TaccPp [+[2
/

(2&)2

x sin gP &(y —by, 0, t —bt) ~ (A21)

The harmonic flux density at point y on the exit face
and at time t is, within this approximation, propor-
tional to the square of the fundamental flux density
on the entrancefaceatpointy —Ay and time t —~t.
This result holds whenever conditions (A17)-(A19)
are satisfied. In the present case the retardation
4t and the translation by due to beam refraction
are very small ~t = 2 psec, Ly = 0. 02 cm and can
be neglected. We obtain thus the result used in the

text, Eq. (4), with

3 @&p (xxxx)Q= m c (n~ -n g)
2 3 3

1 2n~cos6z+np cos6p
'pl g cos8p+ cosg g

This expression is, within the approximations made
here, completely equivalent to that obtained for a
monochromatic plane wave by Jerphagnon and

Kurtz. " (Note that X„'„„'is twice the nonlinear con-
stant d» used by these authors. )
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